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Abstract
The high-temperature catalytic partial oxidation (CPO) of methane over a platinum gauze reactor was modeled by three-dimensional numerical
simulations of the flow field coupled with heat transport as well as detailed gas-phase and surface reaction mechanisms. Model results agree well
with data of CPO experiments over Pt-gauzes in the literature, confirming the presence of strong mass and heat-transport limitations. The
conversions of CH4 and O2 increase with an increased contact time and were practically constant in the temperature range of 1000–1200 K. The
selectivity to CO linearly increases with temperature. H2 was only observed above 1200 K, below this temperature H2O was the only hydrogencontaining product. The contribution of heterogeneous steps in the overall process is prominent, but in the later stages of the reactor, gas-phase
reactions become significant at certain conditions of temperature, pressure, and residence time. For example, simulations predicted some gas-phase
production of ethane and ethylene via methane oxidative coupling at elevated pressure and residence time. The study shows that today’s CFD tools
allow the implementation of detailed homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction schemes even for complex catalyst geometries.
# 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The application of high-temperature catalysis for the
conversion of alkanes to more useful chemicals is often
characterized by a complex interplay between transport
processes and chemical reactions, which may also occur in
the gas phase. The overall reaction rate is often mass and/or
heat-transfer limited [1] and the adequate integration of
physical (transport) and chemical (reaction mechanisms)
processes is a key in model development and the way to a
solid understanding leading to optimal reactor design and
operation.
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The high-temperature catalytic partial oxidation (CPO) of
methane in short contact time (milliseconds) reactors [2] has
been intensively studied, because it offers a promising route
to convert natural gas into synthesis gas (H2 and CO), which
can subsequently be converted to higher alkanes or methanol.
Catalytic reactors for methane oxidation include noble metal
coated foams [2–4], monoliths [5–10], wire gauzes [11,12],
or sintered spheres [13–15]. While numerical simulations of
monolithic structures meanwhile applied detailed flow and
chemistry models even for transient processes [9], simulations of wire gauze reactors have used either simplifying
two-dimensional flow geometries or lumped reaction
schemes [16–19].
A notable exception considering geometric effects are the
studies by Marin and co-workers [18,19]. They studied the partial
oxidation of methane performing steady-state tests in a
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2. Reactor modeling

platinum wires placed on top of each other (Fig. 1a). The
average distance between the centers of two individual wires
(diameter = 0.20 mm) was 0.82 mm (Fig. 1b).
Due to symmetry considerations, only a quarter of the single
mesh of the gauze catalyst has to be analyzed. The
computational domain includes a single contact point between
two wires and half the distance between the centers of two
individual wires (amount 0.41 mm) in the Y-direction (Fig. 1c).
In the CFD simulations, the total number of computational
cells is 35,675 with 7571 nodes. One thousand four hundred
twelve of the computational cells have boundaries with the
wire surface, at which catalytic reactions occur.
At the reactor inlet, 0.5 mm upstream the gauze, the reactive
mixture (volumetric CH4/O2 ratio = 2.5 diluted by 80 vol.%
He) flows at a uniform inlet velocity of 10 m/s at 600 K. The
downstream extension of the computational domain is 2.5 mm
behind the gauze. The wire temperature can additionally be
adjusted by resistive heating.

2.1. Gauze reactor and computational domain

2.2. Numerical model

The present study is based on the gauze configuration
reported by de Smet et al. [18,19], as schematically shown in
Fig. 1. The gauze catalyst consists of two rows of six parallel

Modeling the gauze reactor involves a numerical solution of
the Navier–Stokes equations, in which detailed surface and gasphase reaction mechanisms are integrated. Gas-phase and

continuous flow-reactor containing a single platinum gauze. Due
to its complexity, the gauze was simplified to a two-dimensional
structure, so-called flat reactor model, in order to develop a kinetic
model for CPO in the presence of heat and mass transport
limitations. Then, the three-dimensional structure of the wire
gauze was simulated using a simple surface reaction; gas-phase
reactions had not to be considered [18].
The present simulation study of CPO of CH4 over a Pt gauze
reactor applies a three-dimensional flow field description
coupled with a heat balance and detailed schemes for gas-phase
and surface chemistries. This model closely describes realistic
reactor features and it can be confidently extrapolated to
simulate unprecedented experimental conditions. The results
indicate that both homogeneous and heterogeneous processes
can be simultaneously implemented in a CFD simulation in
order to accomplish solid reactor modeling.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the platinum gauze: (a) original gauze and (b) detail of wire intersections, where the shadow area corresponds to the selected computational domain
presented in (c).
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Table 1
Gas-phase reaction mechanism
Reaction
O2 + H = OH + O
H2 + OH = H2O + H
H + O2 + M3 = HO2 + M3
HO2 + H = OH + OH
HO2 + H = H2 + O2
HO2 + H = H2O + O
HO2 + OH = H2O + O2
HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 + O2 a
HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 + O2 a
H2O2 + OH = H2O + HO2
OH + OH + M1 = H2O2 + M1
Low
Troe
CO + OH = CO2+H
CO + HO2 = CO2 + OH
CO + CH3O = CO2 + CH3
CHO + M1 = CO + H + M1
CHO + O2 = CO + HO2
CHO + O2 = CO2 + OH
CHO + HO2 = OH + CO2 + H
CH2O + H = CHO + H2
CH2O + O = CHO + OH
CH2O + OH = CHO + H2O
CH2O + HO2 = CHO + H2O2
CH2O + CH3 = CHO + CH4
CH2O + O2 = CHO + HO2
CH3 + O2 = CH2O + OH
CH3 + HO2 = CH3O + OH
CH3 + HO2 = CH4 + O2
CH3 + CH3 + M1 = C2H6 + M1
Low
Troe
CH3O + M1 = CH2O + H + M1
CH3O + O2 = CH2O + HO2
CH2O + CH3O = CH3OH + CHO
CH3 + O2 ! O + CH3O
CH2OH + O2 = CH2O + HO2
CH3 + O2 + M1 = CH3O2 + M1
Low
Troe
CH3O2 + CH2O = CH3O2H + CHO
CH3O2 + CH3 = CH3O + CH3O
CH3O2 + HO2 = CH3O2H + O2
CH4 + H = H2 + CH3
CH4 + O = OH + CH3
CH4 + OH = H2O + CH3
CH4 + HO2 = H2O2 + CH3
CH4 + CH3O = CH3OH + CH3
CH4 + CH3O2 = CH3O2H + CH3
CH3OH + H = CH2OH + H2
CH3OH + OH = CH2OH + H2O
CH3OH + OH = CH3O + H2O
CH3OH + HO2 = CH2OH + H2O2
CH3OH + CH3 = CH4 + CH2OH
CH3O2H = CH3O + OH
CH3O2 + H2O2 = CH3O2H + HO2
CH3 + CO + M1 = CH3CO + M1
C2H4 + CH3O = OXIRAN + CH3
CH3CHO + OH = CH3CHO + H2O
CH3CHO + HO2 = CH3CO + H2O2
CH3CHO + CH3 = CH3CO + CH4

A (mol, cm, s)

Ea (kJ/mol)

b

13

9.756  10
1.000  108
2.100  1018
1.500  1014
3.000  1013
3.000  1013
6.000  1013
4.220  1014
1.320  1011
5.400  1012
7.230  1013

0.0
1.600
0.800
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.370

62.10
13.80
0.0
3.80
4.00
7.20
0.0
50.14
6.82
4.20
0.0

5.530  1019
0.50, 0.0

0.760
0.0

0.0
0.0

4.760  107
1.500  1014
1.580  1013
4.500  1014
2.400  1012
0.600  1012
3.000  1013
1.270  108
4.150  1011
3.400  109
3.000  1012
7.830  108
6.000  1013
3.300  1011
1.800  1013
3.600  1012
3.610  1013

1.230
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.62
0.57
1.18
0.0
6.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.29
98.70
49.40
66.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.00
11.60
1.87
54.7
8.20
170.70
37.40
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.630  1041
0.620, 73.0

7.000
1180.0

11.60
0.0

5.000  1013
3.000  1010
1.150  1011
0.600  1014
1.570  1015
7.800  108

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2

1.650  1026
0.495, 2325.5

3.30
10.0

2.000  1012
2.400  1013
2.400  1011
1.330  104
6.923  108
1.000  107
1.100  1013
4.300  1012
1.8100  10 11
1.640  1007
1.440  1006
1.640  1013
9.640  1010
9.000  1012
6.000  1014
2.400  1012
5.058  1011
1.000  1011
2.300  1010
3.100  1012
2.050  1006

0.0
0.0
0.0
3.00
1.56
1.83
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.73
0.0
5.6

105.0
7.3
5.2
131.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
48.74
0.0
6.6
33.60
35.50
11.60
103.10
42.00
77.80
18.89
3.5
7.1
52.58
41.1
177.10
41.8
28.77
60.61
4.6
50.0
10.3
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Table 1 (Continued )
Reaction

A (mol, cm, s)
4.818  10
2.000  10 09

CH3CO + O = CO2 + CH3
C2H4 + H + M1 = C2H5 + M1
Low
Troe
C2H5 + M1 = C2H4 + H + M1
Low
Troe
C2H6 + H = C2H5 + H2
C2H6 + OH = C2H5 + H2O
C2H6 + HO2 = C2H5 + H2O2
C2H6 + CH3 = C2H5 + CH4
C2H6 + CH3O = CH3OH + C2H5
OXIRAN + H = C2H3O + H2
OXIRAN + OH = C2H3O + H2O
OXIRAN + CH3 = C2H3O + CH4
OXIRAN = CH3CHO
OXIRAN = CH4 + CO
OXIRAN = CH3 + CHO
C2H5 + M1 + O2 = C2H5O2 + M1
C2H5O2 ! DC2OOH
DC2OOH ! C2H5O2
DC2OOH ! OXIRAN + OH
C2H5O2 + HO2 = C2H5OOH + O2
C2H5O2 + CH2O ! C2H5OOH + CHO
C2H5OOH + CHO ! C2H5O2 + CH2O
With the third body efficiencies
H2/1.0/
M1
M3
H2/1.0/

H2O/6.5/
H2O/6.5/

Ea (kJ/mol)

b

23

0.0
1.28

0.0
5.4

16.980  10 18
0.760, 40.0

0.0
1025.0

3.2
0.0

8.200  10 13

0.0

166.8

17

3.400  10
0.750, 97.0

0.0
1379.0

139.6
0.0

1.150  10 09
6.200  10 06
1.333  10 13
1.000  10 13
2.409  10 11
8.010  10 13
6.625  10 12
1.072  10 12
6.310  10 13
1.210  10 13
3.630  10 13
2.002  10 42
2.080  10 12
8.500  10 09
1.300  10 10
9.697  10 10
1.000  10 12
2.700  10 06

1.9
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.3
0.0
0.09
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

31.1
3.6
85.6
56.54
29.68
40.50
12.14
49.47
247.71
239.46
239.46
25.44
138.0
69.5
65.5
10.47
42.0
0.688

O2/0.4/
O2/0.4/

He/0.35/
He/0.29/

CO/0.75/
CO/0.75/

CO2/1.5/
CO2/1.5/

CH4/3.0/
CH4/3.0/

The mechanism can be downloaded from http://www.detchem.com/mechanisms.
a
The rate law of this reaction is represented by addition of both kinetic rates.

surface chemistry is coupled by adsorption and desorption of
stable and radical species. For each chemical species one
additional conservation equations is solved. The dependence of
the transport properties such as viscosity, diffusion coefficients,
and heat conduction on composition and temperature is taken
into account. The heat balance considered heat convection,
conduction in the gas- and solid-phase, and heat release by
chemical reactions. Modified Arrhenius expressions are assumed
to model the reaction rate in the chemical source terms. The
thermodynamic data were obtained by polynomial fits as given in
commonly used thermodynamic databases [20–22].
The flow field was computed using the commercial computational fluid dynamics code FLUENT [23], which was
coupled with external subroutines (user defined functions = UDFs) to model gas-phase and surface chemistries based on
the software package DETCHEM [24]. In those UDFs, in every
numerical iteration and for all computational cells in the gasphase, the reaction rate of each chemical species is calculated
from an elementary-step reaction mechanism at the locally
given temperature and concentrations. Furthermore, the
reaction enthalpies are provided. At all computational cells
with catalytically active (surface reactions) boundaries,
DETCHEM provides the surface mass fluxes of each species
due to adsorption and desorption as well as the reaction
enthalpies at the locally given gas-phase concentrations and

temperature, again at every numerical iteration. The calculation
of these catalytic source terms is based on a multi-step reaction
mechanism and the calculation of the local surface coverages
with adsorbed species. Therefore, the surface coverages are
evaluated by solving Eq. (13) for every numerical iteration. The
computation of the chemical source terms is the most CPU time
consuming part of the CFD simulation. The equation system is
given in Appendix A.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Reaction mechanisms
The partial oxidation of methane is catalyzed by a number of
metal surfaces, although common mechanistic and kinetic
features can be discerned. It is experimentally observed that
increasing the temperature or lowering the feed CH4/O2 ratio
lead to increased methane conversion. The yield of COx
increases with temperature and oxygen concentration at the
reactor inlet. Products of methane oxidative coupling (C2 and
higher hydrocarbons) have been observed at temperatures
above 873 K [25], in particular at low methane conversion [26].
The first step in the catalytic partial oxidation of methane
involves the cleavage of a C–H bond at the catalyst surface
[25,27] leading to highly reactive CH3 species. Heterogeneous
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Fig. 2. Reaction path analysis of a homogeneous simulation of methane oxidation in the gas phase. Percentages in the flow analysis quantify the channel contribution
to the species consumption in each step. Conditions: CH4/O2 vol. ratio = 2.5, constant reactor temperature = 1050 K, pressure = 1 bar. The residence time was fixed in
order to achieve a methane conversion of 5%.

steps at the catalyst surface involving methyl groups and
surface oxygen are mainly responsible for CO and CO2
formation, although some authors have indicated a certain
contribution of secondary gas-phase oxidation of C2 species
[28–30]. Originally, the oxidative coupling process was thought
to occur only at the catalyst surface [31]. However, Ito et al.
[28] postulated that the recombination of two methyl radicals
leading to C2H6 occurs on the catalyst surface as well as in the
gas phase. Lunsford and co-workers [29] identified gas-phase
methyl radicals during the partial oxidation of methane, further
supporting the relevance of homogeneous reactions in the
oxidative coupling of methane to ethane. The above experimental evidence underlines the importance of coupling gasphase and surface reaction mechanisms for developing robust
kinetic schemes able to simulate the high-temperature catalytic
partial oxidation of methane in the millisecond regime.
3.1.1. Gas-phase reaction mechanism
The gas-phase mechanism was derived from a previously
proposed mechanism for the total oxidation of C1–C4 alkanes at
high-temperature (>1200 K) [32]. In that study, the resulting
micro-kinetic model was evaluated by comparing experiments
and simulations related to ignition delay times, flame velocities,
and concentration profiles of species as a function of time for a
wide range of conditions. The existing mechanism was
extended by an additional set of automatically generated
elementary steps for the reactions at lower temperatures [33]
and several schemes for partial oxidation and pyrolysis
reactions in the temperature range of 700–1100 K [33].
The automatic generation method is based on the fact that
even if detailed reaction mechanisms involve several hundred

of chemical species taking part in thousands of elementary
reactions, only a very limited number of different reactions
types appear. The most important reactions types of the
mechanism of hydrocarbons are [34,35]: decomposition of
hydrocarbons, H-atom abstraction by small reactive species, bscission of radicals, internal H-atom abstraction, addition of
molecular oxygen and O–O bond scission. The rate coefficients
of these reactions depend on the radical abstracting an H-atom,
the type of H-atom being abstracted (primary, secondary or
tertiary), the number of available equivalent H-atoms and the
size of the structure. It is possible to formulate these reactions
and their rate expressions using reactions rules, starting from an
initial mixture of species and the elementary reactions rules.
The second extension of the mechanism is based on
experimental studies of oxidation and reforming of singlecomponent fuels (methane, ethane, propane, and butane) as
well as their mixtures. The proposed mechanism accurately
describes the ignition delay times and the product composition
as function of temperature and residence time [35].
This total gas-phase mechanism consists of 1428 irreversible
reactions among 146 species. The semi-empirical Troe
formalism [36] is applied to describe the kinetics of
pressure-dependent reactions. For the current study, the
mechanism was simplified in order to speed up the CFD
simulation. Sensitivity and flow analysis was carried out for
homogeneous conditions to find and remove reaction paths,
which are insignificant for CPO of methane at the conditions
chosen. The temperature, pressure, and contact times used for
this analysis were chosen accordingly to the 3D gauze reactor
experiment. Simulations performed for the homogeneous
process alone revealed that isolated gas-phase reactions were
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Table 2
Surface reaction mechanism
Ea (kJ/mol)

Reaction

A (cm, mol, s)

b

H2 + Pt(S) + Pt(S) ! H(S) + H(S)
O2 + Pt(S) + Pt(S) ! O(S) + O(S)
CH4 + Pt(S) + Pt(S) ! CH3(S) + H(S)
CH4 + O(S) + Pt(S) ! CH3(S) + OH(S)
CH4 + OH(S) + Pt(S) ! CH3(S) + H2O(S)
H2O + Pt(S) ! H2O(S)
CO2 + Pt(S) ! CO2(S)
CO + Pt(S) ! CO(S)

0.0460b
1.890  1021
0.0009b
5.000  1018
1.0000b
0.7500b
0.0050b
0.8400b

0.0
0.5
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

H(S) + H(S) ! Pt(S) + Pt(S) + H2
O(S) + O(S) ! Pt(S) + Pt(S) + O2
H2O(S) ! H2O + Pt(S)
CO(S) ! CO + Pt(S)
CO2(S) ! CO2 + Pt(S)
C(S) + O(S) ! CO(S) + Pt(S)
CO(S) + Pt(S) ! C(S) + O(S)
CO(S) + O(S) ! CO2(S) + Pt(S)
CO2(S) + Pt(S) ! CO(S) + O(S)
CO(S) + OH(S) ! CO2(S) + H(S)
CO2(S) + H(S) ! CO(S) + OH(S)
CH3(S) + Pt(S) ! CH2(S) + H(S)
CH2(S) + H(S) ! CH3(S) + Pt(S)
CH2(S) + Pt(S) ! CH(S) + H(S)
CH(S) + H(S) ! CH2(S) + Pt(S)
CH(S) + Pt(S) ! C(S) + H(S)
C(S) + H(S) ! CH(S) + Pt(S)
H(S) + O(S) ! OH(S) + Pt(S)
OH(S) + Pt(S) ! H(S) + O(S)
H2O(S) + Pt(S) ! H(S) + OH(S)
OH(S) + OH(S) ! H2O(S) + O(S)
H2O(S) + O(S) ! OH(S) + OH(S)
H2 + C(S) ! CH2(S)
CH2(S) ! C(S) + H2
H(S) + OH(S) ! H2O(S) + Pt(S)
CH3(S) + H(S) ! CH4 + Pt(S) + Pt(S)
CH3(S) + H2O(S) ! CH4 + OH(S) + Pt(S)
CH3(S) + OH(S) ! CH4 + O(S) + Pt(S)

3.700  1021
3.700  1021
4.500  1012
1.000  1015
1.000  1013
3.700  1019
3.700  1019
3.700  1019
3.700  1019
1.000  1019
1.000  1019
1.260  1022
3.090  1022
7.310  1022
3.090  1022
3.090  1022
1.250  1022
1.280  1021
7.390  1019
1.150  1019
7.400  1020
1.000  1020
0.0400b
7.690  1013
2.040  1021
3.300  1021
3.700  1021
3.700  1021

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
72.0
42.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
67.4
235.5
41.8
146.0
27.1
0.0
236.5
117.6
173.3
38.7
8.4
70.3
0.0
58.9
0.0
0.0
138.0
11.2
77.3
101.4
74.0
43.1
29.7
25.1
66.22
50.0
110.6
87.9

mik

a

eik

1.0

0.0

Pt(S)

0.0

8.0

O(S)

0.0
0.0

10.0
188.3

H(S)
O(S)

0.0

33.0

CO(S)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

33.0
33.0
94.1
30.0

CO(S)
CO(S)
O(S)
CO(S)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.8
50.0
2.8
2.8

H(S)
C(S)
H(S)
H(S)

0.0
0.0

73.2
167.3

O(S)
O(S)

0.0
0.0
0.0

240.6
4.6
50.0

O(S)
C(S)
C(S)

0.0

2.8

H(S)

The surface site density, G, is 2.72  105 mol/m2. The mechanism can be downloaded from http://www.detchem.com/mechanisms.
a
Denotes the species i, to which the parameter mik and eik refer to, see Eq. (12).
b
Sticking coefficient.

not significant. This is related to the fact that the homogeneous
processes are initiated by radicals, which may also desorb from
the platinum surface. The resulting mechanism consists of 150
irreversible reactions among 30 species. Table 1 summarizes all
reaction steps and the associated kinetic data.1 The major
reaction pathways for CPO of methane are schematically
shown in Fig. 2 for a volumetric CH4/O2 ratio of 2.5 at 1050 K
and atmospheric pressure. The residence time of 36 s
corresponds to a methane conversion of 5%. This analysis
reveals that the reaction network becomes rather complex even
for the simple fuels such as methane.
3.1.2. Surface reaction mechanism
The surface reaction mechanism used in the simulation is
based on a mechanism developed for the prediction of

1
Both the full and the reduced mechanism can be downloaded from http://
www.detchem.com/mechanisms.

ignition and steady-state operation of catalytic combustion of
methane over platinum [27]. The original scheme, which
includes 10 surface species, 9 reversible reactions, and 8
irreversible reactions, takes into account interactions between
the gas-phase and surface mechanisms via molecular (CH4,
O2, CO, CO2, H2O, and H2) and radical (H, O, and OH)
species. In the present work, this mechanism is extended by
additional elementary steps proposed in a study on oxidative
dehydrogenation of ethane over platinum coated monolithic
structures [37]. Their mechanism consists of 19 surface
species and 41 reversible reactions steps, and includes the
complete C1 surface mechanism with initial adsorption steps
for methane with surface atomic oxygen and hydroxyl
species. These pathways are included in the original mechanism, finally resulting in the set of elementary steps shown
in Table 2. The additional C2 species of this ethane
mechanism [37] are not included in the present work,
because there are not expected to have any influence on the
conversion.
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3.2. Model predictions and comparison with experimental
results
The model was evaluated by comparison with the
experimental results reported by de Smet et al. [18,19]. In
their study, CO, CO2, and H2O were reported as the main
reaction products at temperatures below 1270 K. Above this
temperature, H2 formation was additionally observed. Fig. 3
compares the experimental results from this study with our
computed values at a CH4/O2 ratio of 2.5, an axial flow velocity
of 10 m/s, inlet temperature of 600 K, and a pressure of 1.3 bar.
CH4 and O2 conversion are not temperature dependent, while
the CO selectivity is strongly influenced by the temperature.
The simulation predicts the experimental data quite well. The
computed conversion of oxygen is slightly higher than the
experimental values. The data are also in agreement with those
from Heitnes et al. [38] and Hickman and Schmidt [39] over Pt
and Pt–Rh alloy gauzes.
Fig. 4a–f presents typical profiles of temperature, velocity,
and species mole fractions (CH4, O2, CO2, CO, and H2O)

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental data (symbols) and predicted methane and
oxygen conversion (X) and CO selectivity (S) as function of catalyst temperature. Conditions: CH4/O2 vol. ratio = 2.5, axial inlet flow velocity = 10 m/s,
inlet temperature = 600 K, and pressure = 1.3 bar.

Fig. 4. Numerically predicted contour profiles of temperature, magnitude of velocity, and mole fractions of the major species. Conditions: CH4/O2 vol. ratio = 2.5,
axial inlet flow velocity = 10 m/s, inlet temperature = 600 K, and pressure = 1.3 bar.
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resulting from the simulation over the computational domain
(Fig. 1c) at a volumetric CH4/O2 ratio of 2.5 (80 vol.% He
dilution) flows, a uniform inlet velocity of 10 m/s at 600 K and
autothermal conditions. From the temperature profile (Fig. 4a)
two different zones can be distinguished. First, on the top of the
mesh (center of the gauze in the real reactor) the temperature is
in the range of 600–800 K, which is less than 200 K above the
inlet gas temperature, and the maximum value of temperature is
located at the crossing point of the wires. A thin layer
characterizes the second zone, which is at the bottom of the
mesh next to the wires. At this point, the gas-phase temperature
is similar to the wire temperature. This zone is extended to
nearly half of the wire diameter downstream until it is cooled
down to 800 K. The velocity profiles (Fig. 4b) show an opposite
behavior than the temperature profiles: the maximum velocity
occurs at the top of the mesh in the free path zone of the wire,
approaching zero close to the wire surfaces.
The consumption rates of both CH4 and O2 reach their
maximum at the surface of the platinum wires. It is worth
noting that a part of the domain downstream and next to the
wires experienced notable gradients of methane concentration
(Fig. 4c). In this part of the domain, the velocity is nearly zero,
which means that convection does not play any important role
in the mass-transfer process. This vanishing velocity, however,
means longer residence time of the mixture, and consequently a
higher conversion is observed. The mole fraction profile of
oxygen (Fig. 4d) is similar to that of methane. Both reactants
are mainly consumed as the result of surface reactions, in
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agreement with the literature [2,25,39]. Carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide (Fig. 4e and f) are produced on the surface of the
catalytic wires, with their maximal yield occurring at the
crossing of the wires. Water (not shown) is produced on the
surface as the only H-containing product. Hydrogen or products
resulting from the oxidative coupling of methane were not
observed at atmospheric pressure. Under the conditions used in
these experiments, homogeneous reactions were not relevant.
Simulations performed with and without the gas-phase
chemistry yielded identical results for the main products,
since the concentration of radical species in the gas-phase was
negligible.
3.3. Influence of residence time and pressure
The influence of the gas-phase chemistry in the overall
process becomes significant with increasing pressure and
residence time [25]. Under these conditions, the formation of
oxidative coupling products, e.g. C2H6, and total combustion
products, i.e. CO2 and H2O, are expected to occur in the
homogeneous phase as well, which was observed by simulation
of the purely homogeneous partial oxidation of methane. The
influence of the residence time on the homogeneous reactions
was studied by decreasing the inlet gas velocity from 10 to 1 m/s.
Fig. 5a–d illustrates the mole fraction profiles of gas-phase
radical species (HO2, OH, and CH3) and coupling product
(C2H6) for an inlet flow velocity of 10 m/s at 1.3 bar and 600 K
for a CH4/O2 volumetric ratio of 2.5. In all cases, these species

Fig. 5. Numerically predicted contour profiles of mole fractions of radical species (HO2, HO, and CH3) and stable products (C2H6). Conditions: CH4/O2 vol.
ratio = 2.5, axial inlet flow velocity = 10 m/s, inlet temperature = 600 K, and pressure = 1.3 bar. For visual clarity the orientation of the flow direction is opposite from
the one in Figs. 1 and 4.
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10 bar. Altogether, the total amounts of coupling products are
still very low.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 6. Impact of (a) inlet gas velocity at 1 bar and (b) total pressure at 1 m/s on
the outlet concentration of C2H6. Conditions: CH4/O2 vol. ratio = 2.5, inlet
temperature = 600 K.

are formed homogeneously downstream of the gauze. The
maximum production rate occurs behind the wire gauze and
not behind the open area of the gauze. The domain of
maximum production rate of homogeneous reactions coincides with the zone of the reactor with lower velocity and
higher temperature. For the conditions considered, HO2 is the
first radical species formed, followed by hydroxyl radicals
(OH) appearing at a short distance downstream. Afterwards,
methyl radicals are obtained recombining and forming ethane
further downstream. This result draws parallels with the
reaction scheme proposed by Pollard [40] for the gas-phase
oxidation of hydrocarbons in the intermediate temperature
regime. Decreasing the inlet velocity from 10 to 1 m/s at fixed
temperature, pressure and composition leads to an increase in
conversion (4–7% for CH4 and 20–30% for O2), as well as a
higher CO2/CO ratio at the reactor outlet (1.0–2.0). In spite of
the relevance of gas-phase processes at an increased residence
time, surface chemistry is still the main route for methane
conversion. It should be noted that the surface reaction
mechanism does not include the adsorption/desorption of all
possible radicals formed in the gas phase due to the missing
knowledge of the kinetic data, which surely affects the
discussion above.
Fig. 6 shows the predicted mole fraction of ethane at
different pressures and inlet gas velocities. The C2H6
production decreases as the velocity increases (Fig. 6a), i.e.
shorter residence times. An increase in pressure favors ethane
production (Fig. 6b). Five orders of magnitude higher C2H6
yields were obtained upon increasing the pressure from 1 to

For the first time, the high-temperature catalytic oxidation of
methane over platinum gauze has been successfully modeled
using 3D numerical simulations of the flow field coupled with
heat transport, and detailed gas-phase and surface kinetics
based on elementary steps and surface coverage calculations.
Model results are in perfect agreement with CPO experiments
over Pt-gauzes reported in the literature. The simulations
successfully linked the interaction between the gas-phase and
the surface mechanisms through stable and radical species and
the flow and diffusion around the wire catalyst. For typical
conditions for CPO of methane, the heterogeneous reactions
govern the overall reactor performance. However, gas-phase
reactions (e.g. producing ethane via oxidative coupling) may
become significant at residence times and pressures, which are
longer and higher, respectively, than the one used in the present
study. Accordingly, surface and gas-phase processes should be
simultaneously solved with the models of the flow fields and
heat transfer for a reliable description of gauze reactors.
This approach is a starting point for 3D CFD simulations
with detailed heterogeneous and homogeneous reaction
schemes, in particular for CPO of higher alkanes, for which
both surface and gas-phase reactions are important for overall
conversion, even at atmospheric pressure [37]. Former studies,
for instance of CPO of hexane over wire gauzes [16], which
used two-dimensional approximations of the flow field for
gauze reactors can now be extended to much more realistic
three-dimensional CFD simulations. The rigorous model
presented can support design and optimization of gauze
reactors operated at high temperature.
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Appendix A
A.1. Numerical model
The numerical simulation is based on the Navier–Stokes
equations. The basic equations without including gravitational
and external body forces, thermal diffusion, and viscous
heating can be written as:
Continuity equation :

@r @ðrui Þ
þ
¼0
@t
@xi

(1)

where r is the density, ui is the cartesian components of the
velocity vector, t is the time, and xi is the cartesian coordinates.
Momentum conservation equation:
@ðrui Þ
@
@ p @t i j
þ
ðrui u j Þ ¼ 
þ
@t
@x j
@xi @x j

(2)
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where p is the pressure and tij is the stress tensor, with:
 

@ui @u j
2 ul
þ
ti j ¼ m
 m di j
3 xl
@x j @xi

(3)

where m is the mixture viscosity and dij is the kronecker symbol.
Species conservation equation:
@ðrYi Þ @ðru j Yi Þ
@
þ
¼
ji; j þ Ri ;
@t
@x j
@x j

i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng

(4)

where Yi is the mass fraction of the specie i in the mixture, Ri is
the net rate of production of species due to chemical reactions,
and ji,j is the mass flux of the specie i in the direction j calculated
as:
ji; j ¼ rDi;m

where Mi is the molar mass of the species i, Kg is the number of
elementary gas-phase reactions, yik (right side minus left side of
the reaction equation) and y0jk are stoichiometric coefficients,
kfk is the forward rate coefficients, and [Xj] is the concentration
of species j.
The temperature dependence of the rate coefficients is
described by a modified Arrhenius expression:


Eak
bk
kfk ¼ Ak T exp 
(9)
RT
where Ak is the pre-exponential factor, bk is the temperature
coefficient, Eak is the activation energy, and R is the universal
gas constant.
A.3. Surface chemistry

@Yi
@x j

(5)

where Di,m is the diffusion coefficient of the specie i in the
mixture.
Enthalpy equation:

(6)
where h is the enthalpy of the mixture and hi is the enthalpy of
each specie i.
The density r is computed using the ideal gas law. Viscosity,
thermal conductivity, and the diffusion coefficient of the
species in the mixture depend on the local composition and on
the temperature, and are calculated via kinetic theory [41].
The enthalpy is defined as:
Z T
Ng
X
h¼
Yi hi ;
hi ¼
c p;i dT
(7)
Tref

i

The conservation equations were solved using a control
volume-based finite difference method. A non-staggered
system was applied for storage of discrete velocities and
pressure. The resulting equations were solved using SIMPLE
[42] algorithm. Details about the source terms in Eqs. (4) and
(6) are given below.
A.2. Gas-phase chemistry
Source terms Ri in the species and enthalpy conservation
equations (Ri, hiRi), were expressed as the mass rate of creation
or depletion of species i by chemical reactions. The chemical
source terms are given as:
Kg
Ng   y 0
X
Y
jk
;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng
(8)
Ri ¼ Mi yik kfk
Xj
j¼1

Chemical reactions on the solid surfaces lead to the
following boundary conditions for the species governing
equations:
ji ¼ Fcatgeo ṡi Mi ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng

(10)

where ~ji is the normal component of the diffusive flux of
species i at the surface and ṡi is the molar production rate of
species i by adsorption and desorption. F catgeo is the ratio of
active catalytic surface area to geometrical surface area, which
was assumed to be unity for the wire catalyst used in the present
study.

@ðrhÞ @ðru j hÞ
þ
@t
@x j


Ng
Ng
@
@T
@ X
@p
@p X
þ uj
¼
hi ji; j þ
þ
h i Ri
l

@x j
@x j
@x j i
@t
@x j
i

k¼1
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The molar production rates of gas-phase and surface species
are given by:
y0jk
NY
Ks
g þNs 
X
ṡi ¼
yik kfk
;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng þ Ns
(11)
Xi
k¼1

j¼1

where Ks is the number of elementary surface reactions (including adsorption and desorption), yik (right side minus left side of
the reaction equation) and y0jk are stoichiometric coefficients,
and Ns is the total number of species adsorbed. The temperature
dependence of the rate coefficients is described by a modified
Arrhenius expression:


 Ns

Eak Y
eik Qi
kfk ¼ Ak T bk exp 
Qmi ik exp
RT i¼1
RT

(12)

This expression takes into account an additional coverage
dependence using the parameter mik and eik, which are specified
for several surface reactions. At steady-state, the time variation
of the surface coverage (Qi) of species i is zero:
@Qi ṡi
¼ ¼ 0;
@t
G

i ¼ Ng þ 1; . . . ; Ng þ Ns

(13)

This equation system is solved to obtain surface coverage
and surface mass fluxes. The concentration [Xi] of an adsorbed
species is given in mol/m2 and equals to surface coverage (Qi)
multiplied by the surface site density (G).
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